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unperceived existence explores the interplay between existence and
perception through a series of solo exhibitions for women artists. Each
exhibition in this series has been painstakingly put together: from the
work created to its careful curation and presentation in these catalogues.
These exhibitions are in all senses real exhibitions. The work displayed
within them is real and exists as tangible objects. What these exhibitions
do not have is any physical audience. No one has come through the
gallery doors to see the carefully made and curated works. No one has
come to admire the efforts and skills of the artists or acknowledge their
existence.
unperceived existence calls into focus women’s position within the arts
and perceptions of their work. Do we cease to exist if we are not
represented?
Follow us throughout the series as each artist takes over our Instagram
account for the duration of their exhibition.

   a b o u t

unperceivedexistence@gmail.com

@unperceived_existence 

www.unperceivedexistence.wordpress.com

https://www.instagram.com/unperceived_existence/
http://www.unperceivedexistence.wordpress.com


gallery shush is a new gallery hidden somewhere in the depths of
South Eastern Europe. While having a permanent location, gallery
shush exists in the main online and will appear on a ad hoc basis
as and when new exciting collaborations occur
 
 
@gallery_shush

https://www.instagram.com/gallery_shush/


K a t h e r i n e  R u t e c k i

Katherine Rutecki graduated from New York School of Art and
Design at Alfred University with a BFA in sculpture and received
her MFA in glass sculpture from Southern Illinois University. She
has been involved in several international group exhibitions,
taking place at venues such as the New Orleans Museum of Art and
the Ebeltoft Glass Museum in Denmark and solo exhibitions in
Seattle, Washington and Auckland, New Zealand. Rutecki has work
in public collections in New Zealand and internationally, and has
also taught widely.
 
 
http://www.katherinerutecki.com
 

http://www.katherinerutecki.com/




C . V .
 
Auckland, New Zealand
Born 1985, Buffalo, New York
 
TEACHING
2017-18    Instructor, 314 Kiln Formed Glass, Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale,   Illinois
2015-17    Instructor of record, 3D Foundations, Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, Illinois
2008-15    Co-founder and designer at Lukeke Design, glass studios, Auckland,
New Zealand
 
EDUCATION
2015-18    MFA Glass, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois
2003-7      BFA Sculpture, New York State College of Ceramics, Alfred
University, Alfred, New York
 
RESIDENCIES
2007           Hastings College, summer glass residency, Hastings, Nebraska
2007           The Works Museum, summer glass residency, Newark, Ohio
2005           The Henry Ford Museum, contractor to the glassblowing shop,
Dearborn, Michigan
 
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS
Gaffer Glass,  New Zealand
Ebeltoft Glass Museum, Denmark
New Orleans Museum of Art, Louisiana
 
AWARDS
2017           Art Alliance for Contemporary Glass Visionary Scholarship
2003-7       Portfolio Scholarship, New York State College of Ceramics, Alfred,
New York
 
SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2018           Trap, Unperceived Existence, Gallery Shush, undisclosed location in
Eastern Europe
2018           Between Space: Katherine Rutecki and Jon Witzky, Artspace 304,
Carbondale, Illinois
2016          ______ work, Vergette Gallery, Carbondale, Illinois
2016           Bright Masses, Masterworks Gallery, Auckland, New Zealand
2014           Admissions, Masterworks Gallery, Auckland, New Zealand
 
 



SOLO EXHIBITIONS CONT.
2012        THINKspace: Drawing from Death and Reanimation, Masterworks
Gallery, Auckland, New Zealand
2011        Blue in Green, Vetri International, Seattle, Washington
2007        Works by Luke Jacomb and Katherine Rutecki, The Art Works
Gallery, The Works Museum, Newark, Ohio
 
GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2017        Ceci n'est pas un spectacle d'art, MCMA Graduate Student
Symposium, Artspace 304, Carbondale, Illinois
2016        Cross/Pollination, Carbondale Community Arts, Carbondale, Illinois
2016        Annual Ocular Festival, Carbondale, Illinois
2016        The Makers, YES Collective, Auckland, New Zealand
2016        Critical Forum Annual Juried Exhibition, Surplus Gallery,
Carbondale, Illinois
2014        Small Object Exhibition, Depot Artspace, Devonport, New Zealand
2013        Birds, Birds, Birds, Masterworks Gallery, Auckland, New Zealand
2011        The Nature of Glass, Curated by Traver Gallery, Schark Art Center,
Everett, Washington
2009-10 With a Little Help From Our Friends: Recent Accessions to the
Decorative Arts. New Orleans Museum of Art, New Orleans, Louisiana
2009        GLASS '09, Milford House, Queenstown, New Zealand
2008-9    Outbreak!, Ebeltoft Glass Museum, Ebeltoft, Denmark
2006        Renewal, Royal Cameo Gallery, New Orleans, Louisiana
2004        SUNY Spring Exhibition, Gallery at the State University Plaza,
Albany, New York
 
PUBLICATIONS
2017        Townsend, Jen; Zettle-Sterling, Renee. CAST. Atglen, PA: Schiffer
Publishing,.
2015        New Glass Review 36, Corning, NY: The Corning Museum of Glass.
2012        New Glass Review 33, Corning, NY: Corning Museum of Glass.
Katherine Rutecki, THINKspace Zine, volume 16, Masterworks Gallery. June
2012.
2010        New Zealand Glass Art, New Zealand Society of Artists in Glass.
Auckland: David Bateman Ltd.
2008        Glassposten, Nr. 4, GLASSMUSEET Venner, November. (cover)
 
ARTICLES
2014        Nicole Curin-Birch, 'Artist Profile: Luke Jacomb & Katherine Rutecki'
Simply You Living. Spring.
2011        Melinda Williams 'Crystal Method' Surface Asia. July.
 





C u r a t o r ' s  N o t e

Sitting on the grass surrounded by trees, Katherine Rutecki’s large cocoon
like sculpture looks almost benign. The sun shimmers off it's wire structure
and it sits as if resting in the dappled sun. Like all good traps it is not until
one enters that it transforms.
 
A construction of her own doing and willingly entered, this trap
manipulates the artist’s body as she attempts to negotiate it. It envelops
her with its soft curves yet it’s cage like structure gives little comfort. It
is not long before the artist seeks to escape.
 
Trap is a sculptural performance performed in silence, filmed without
colour or audio with the resulting films exhibited in a gallery with no
visitors. Performed first in December 2016 this version sees the sculpture,
made afresh for each reperformance, now crushed, sealed and no longer
unusable, as no more than a remnant. Now redundant it is cast aside. This
new performance of Trap appears in gallery shush in film format only.
 
The curation of the space seeks to amplify this solitude by reducing the
exhibition down to only one element – that of the artist’s struggle with
her self-made trap. All props, furniture and light have been taken away.
 
Walking into the gallery everything is dark. As your eyes adjust you see a
number of screens, some hidden; some in full view. These screens sit on
the floor in pairs silently replaying the performance over and over. Each
pairing of screens sit at a different angle, some are in conversation with
each other, others play in tandem. All play to the non-existent audience.
 
 
 
 

Laura Bradshaw-Heap 
October 2018
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“Trap” is a metaphor in process.

Still from Trap channel 1



 I built a trap for myself from pencil gauge steel, hand twined like a willow or reed
basket, but made specifically to my proportions.



 
I began with the trap opening, an inverted funnel, counting the weft to create the

diameter to insert my shoulders.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZSXsQjVx98
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZSXsQjVx98


 
The weaving was done cold with modest hand tools, fencing pliers and gripping
pliers: my hands ached so much that I had to rest them for a day or so every time I
spent afternoons weaving.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZSXsQjVx98
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZSXsQjVx98






http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10keiPTHlzs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10keiPTHlzs


I performed the trap by sliding into it through the tunnel entrance.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10keiPTHlzs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10keiPTHlzs


 The sheared ends of the warp steel bruised and scraped my body



Still from Trap channel 2



I curled up inside and felt the sun on my face and a moment of solitude.







Fear of being inside overtook the solitude and I had to make actions to evacuate.



I assessed my escape.





I eased out, rolling the trap back on its side and pulling myself out, head first.
 











The performance action was exhausting.





I crushed the trap with my body weight and brazed together all of the
connections, simultaneously connecting and gilding each.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EsYSo-WfWo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EsYSo-WfWo


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EsYSo-WfWo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EsYSo-WfWo






Brought to you by unperceived existence  with support from gallery shush and Mother
Makers. Curator and creator Laura Bradshaw-Heap. Images by  Katherine Rutecki and

Laura Bradshaw-Heap. Filming by Katrina Kerr, editing by Katherine Rutecki. Copyright:
unperceived existence, Katherine Rutecki, 2018.


